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ABSTRACT

unified view to be presented to the clients for querying multiple sources in a transparent way. In data exchange [10,43],
schema mappings specify how the data at sources should be
transformed and packed so as to transfer the desired information from the sources to the target database. Model
management [16], and schema and ontology matching [31]
are other examples of scenarios where schema mappings play
a central role.
The interest of database research on schema mappings
has been constantly growing in the last years, starting from
the pioneering work in the context of data integration (see,
e.g., [46, 52]). Such research work can be discussed under
three coordinates: (i) the data model in which the schemas
are expressed, (ii) the mapping-based tasks that have been
studied, and (iii) the type of mechanisms used to express
schema mappings.

Schema mappings establish a correspondence between data
stored in two databases, called source and target respectively. Query processing under schema mappings has been
investigated extensively in the two cases where each target
atom is mapped to a query over the source (called GAV,
global-as-view), and where each source atom is mapped to
a query over the target (called LAV, local-as-view). The
general case, called GLAV, in which queries over the source
are mapped to queries over the target, has attracted a lot
of attention recently, especially for data exchange. However, query processing for GLAV mappings has been considered only for the basic service of query answering, and
mainly in the context of conjunctive queries (CQs) in relational databases. In this paper we study query processing
for GLAV mappings in a wider sense, considering not only
query answering, but also query rewriting, perfectness (the
property of a rewriting to compute exactly the certain answers), and query containment relative to a mapping. We
deal both with the relational case, and with graph databases,
where the basic querying mechanism is that of regular path
queries. Query answering in GLAV can be smoothly reduced
to a combination of the LAV and GAV cases, and for CQs
this reduction can be exploited also for the remaining query
processing tasks. In contrast, as we show, GLAV query processing for graph databases is non-trivial and requires new
insights and techniques. We obtain upper bounds for answering, rewriting, and perfectness, and show decidability
of relative containment.

1.

Data models. Most of the early research results on schema
mappings refer to the relational model, where the basic
classes of queries used to express schema mappings are
positive fragments of first-order logic, such as conjunctive
queries (CQs) and unions thereof. More recently, schema
mappings have been studied also in the context of semistructured data, both XML [10] and graph databases [5, 28].
Methods for extracting information from semistructured
data incorporate special querying mechanisms that are not
common in traditional database systems. Perhaps, the basic mechanism is that of regular-path queries (RPQs), which
retrieve all pairs of nodes in the graph connected by a path
conforming to a regular expression [6, 18].
Mapping-based tasks. Different operations and tasks
concerning schema mappings have been studied in the literature. For example, in the context of data exchange, one of
the basic tasks is the computation of a solution of a schema
mapping M with respect to a given source database Ds , i.e.,
a target database Dt such that the pair (Ds , Dt ) satisfies
the specification M . In model management, schema mapping operations such as composition, inversion, and merge
have been investigated in detail, especially with the aim of
formalizing the typical operations to be carried out in the
context of schema evolution. Perhaps, the most interesting
class of mapping-based tasks, and the one we concentrate on
in this paper, is query processing under schema mapping.
Generally speaking, query processing under schema mapping amounts to processing a query expressed over the target schema based on both the data in the source database,
and the mapping from the source to the target. There are
two basic forms of query processing under schema mappings.

INTRODUCTION

A schema mapping is a declarative, formal specification
of how data structured according to a source schema relate to data conforming to a target schema. Schema mappings are at the basis of several data management scenarios.
In data integration [44], they are established between the
source database and a so-called mediated schema, i.e., the
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The first one, originating with [3], is query-answering, where
the goal is to compute the so-called certain answers to a
query, i.e., the answers to the query in all target databases
satisfying the schema mapping with respect to the source
database. The second form, originating with [45], is queryrewriting, which is based on the idea of first using the mapping to reformulate the query in terms of the source alphabet, and then evaluating the resulting query, called the
rewriting, over the source database. Note that, in order for
the rewritten query to be evaluated at the source, it should
be expressed in a specific query language, namely, the one
suited for the query evaluation engine we can use for the
source database. For this reason, in the rewriting approach,
we fix in advance the language (or, the class of queries) used
to express the rewriting, and target our rewriting technique
toward such language. Obviously, in the case where different rewritings exist in the chosen class, we should also aim
at computing the (or, a) “best” one. Typically, in the literature [41,44] “best” has been intended as “maximal”, i.e., the
rewriting ensuring the maximal set of answers among those
in the class. This is in line with the idea of guaranteeing that
the answers returned by the rewriting are themselves certain
answers, though not all of them in general. Notice that also
“minimally containing rewritings” have been considered in
the literature [7, 39], but not much used, especially in data
integration and data exchange, since the returned answers
are not guaranteed to be certain answers.
The relationship between query rewriting and answering
is discussed in [27], where it is observed that, apart from
seeing query rewriting as a means to perform query answering [45], also query answering can be seen under the lens
of query rewriting: indeed, given a schema mapping and a
source database, any algorithm for computing the certain
answers to a target query based on such a mapping can be
considered as a function of the source data, or, in other
words, as a rewriting of the target query in terms of the
source alphabet. Since such a rewriting computes exaclty
the certain answers, it is often called the perfect rewriting.
However, we have to take into account that, in general, the
answering algorithm is a computable function, and it is questionable whether we can express such a function in terms of a
given query language. It is thus of interest, given a maximal
rewriting in a class of queries, to be able to check whether
such a rewriting is perfect, i.e., it always computes the certain answers [27]. So, perfectness is another relevant task in
query processing under schema mappings.
The problem of query containment is fundamental to
many aspects of database systems, including query optimization, determining independence of queries from updates, and rewriting queries using views. However, as argued
in [50], in data integration, the standard notion of query containment does not suffice. This is why in [50] the authors
define relative containment, which formalizes the notion of
query containment relative to the sources available to the
data-integration system. Relative contanment is indeed a
further relevant task concerning schema mappings.

correspondence is containment: the answers to the view on
the source are a subset of the answers to the view on the
target. Obviously, the expressive power of this mechanism
depends on the expressivity of the query language used in
the view definitions. Since the early work on schema mappings in data integration [44], various restricted forms of
such assertions have been considered, in particular GAV
and LAV. The most obvious form of mappings are GAV
(Global-As-Views) mappings, which associate with each element of the (global) target schema one view over the source
schema, in a way analogous to how views are defined in
standard databases. Indeed, processing queries under GAV
mappings amounts essentially to substituting (global) view
symbols with their definition in terms of the sources. With a
surprising stance, [45] reversed this conception, by proposing to describe the content of sources in terms of queries
over a (virtual) target schema, giving rise to so-called LAV
(Local-As-Views) mappings. In this way, precise semantics
is assigned to sources. The ability of easily processing LAV
mappings for relational data gave new impetus to data integration in the ’90’s, on the basis of virtualizing the target
schema, while leaving the sources untouched. In the years,
it became clear that a pure LAV approach, while compelling
from a theoretical point of view, is not practically realizable,
because schemas of legacy sources are typically too dirty for
allowing a clean description in terms of a query over the
target. This is one of the reasons why recent work on data
integration and virtually all work on data exchange focuses
on GLAV mappings, which generalize both GAV and LAV
by mapping queries over the source schema to queries over
the target schema. GLAV mappings overcome the limitations of LAV by allowing the use of queries over the sources
to cleanse source data to be related to the target schema.
The importance of GLAV mappings in modern information systems is also emphasized by the work on ontologybased data access [51], where the domain of interest is formalized by means of an ontology, while the data remain at
the sources. In such a setting, the correct relationship between the sources and the concepts in the ontology often can
only be expressed by means of a view-to-view mechanism.
Contribution. Most of the research on query processing
under schema mapping in data integration has concentrated
on GAV mappings, and on LAV mappings under the label
of view-based query processing (see, for instance the survey
in [41]). In data integration, GLAV mappings have been
specifically considered in [19, 38, 42], but only for the case
of relational databases, and only for query answering and
query rewriting. GLAV schema mappings have been mainly
investigated in data exchange: in [9, 32, 33, 47] the emphasis
is on providing foundations for data exchange systems based
on schema mappings, whereas in [11–14, 34–36, 48] the goal
is to study operators on schema mappings relevant to model
management, notably, composition, merge, and inverse. For
XML data, data exchange based on GLAV mappings has
been studied in [8, 10].
In this paper we thoroughly investigate query processing
under GLAV mappings. We start by reviewing and extending the work on relational databases, where the basic querying mechanism used both in mappings and user queries are
CQs. In this case, it is known that query answering can
be done by splitting the GLAV mapping into a GAV mapping followed by a LAV mapping over an intermediate alphabet, as shown in [38]. Using this observation, together with

Types of mappings. From a syntactic point of view, a
schema mapping is constituted by a set of mapping assertions, each one specifying a relationship between the source
and the target. In its most general form, an assertion specifies a correspondence between a view over the source and
a view over the target. In the so-called sound schema mappings, which are the ones we deal with in this paper, the
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the possibility of doing query answering through maximal
rewriting, allows us to easily reconstruct a complete picture
of query processing under GLAV mappings for CQs in the
relational case, including, apart from query answering and
query rewriting, also perfectness and relative containment.
We then turn to graph databases. Here, the basic querying mechanism is that of regular path queries (RPQs), which
allow for a controlled use of recursion necessary to navigate
graphs of unbounded size [2, 22]. Notice that query processing in the presence of recursion has also been studied in the
context of Datalog [15, 20, 29, 30]. However, when we consider these works in the setting of query processing under
mappings, the severe restrictions on the use of recursion that
are imposed to gain decidability, make them inapplicable to
the case of RPQ mappings.
Query processing under RPQ LAV and GAV mappings
has been studied extensively [25, 27, 40]. However, while for
CQs the results on LAV and GAV can be readily adapted to
deal also with GLAV mappings, interestingly, for RPQs this
is not the case. In this paper we obtain tight upper bounds
for answering, rewriting, and perfectness, and show decidability of relative containment, but such results are nontrivial and require new insights and techniques.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present
our framework for query processing under schema mappings,
and illustrate the basic techniques developed for the case of
LAV mappings. In Section 3, we show that for the relational
case these results can be extended easily to GLAV CQ mappings. Then we present our main contributions, which consist in novel techniques for the case of graph databases for
the various mapping-based tasks, namely query answering
and rewriting (Section 4), perfectness (Section 5), and relative containment (Section 6). Finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2.

finite graph whose nodes represent objects and whose edges
are labeled by elements from the alphabet Σ of binary relation symbols [1, 17].
A regular-path query (RPQ) over an alphabet Σ of binary relation symbols is expressed as a regular expression
or a deterministic or non-deterministic finite-state automaton over Σ (DFA and NFA, respectively). When evaluated
on a database D over Σ, an RPQ q computes the set of pairs
of objects connected in D by some path labeled with a word
in the regular language L(q) defined by q.
A query q over Σ is empty if q(D) = ∅ for every database
D over Σ. Given two queries q1 and q2 over Σ, we say that
q1 is contained in q2 , denoted q1 v q2 , if q1 (D) ⊆ q2 (D), for
every database D over Σ. Moreover, q1 is equivalent to q2 ,
denoted q1 ≡ q2 , if q1 v q2 and q2 v q1 .
An atomic query is a query of the form {~
x | r(~
x)}, where
r is a relation symbol, and ~
x is a tuple of pairwise distinct
variables of the same arity as r. When clear from the context, we denote such an atomic query simply as r. We also
use r(~
x) when we need to make the distinguished variables
~
x explicit.

2.2

BACKGROUND

In this section, after some preliminary notions, we introduce the forms of query processing under schema mappings
that we investigate in this paper, and we summarize the
techniques and results for the known case of LAV mappings.

2.1

Query processing under schema mappings

We consider databases over a fixed, countably infinite domain ∆ and over two schemas, a source schema Σ and a
target schema Γ. We call databases over Σ source databases
and databases over Γ target databases. When not specified
otherwise, Ds will denote a source database and Dt a target
database. A (GLAV) mapping from Σ to Γ is a finite set M
of mapping assertions of the form e ; f , where e is a query
over Σ and f is a query over Γ of the same arity as e.
A pair (Ds , Dt ) of source and target databases satisfies a
mapping assertion e ; f , if e(Ds ) ⊆ f (Dt ), and satisfies
a mapping M , denoted (Ds , Dt ) |= M , if it satisfies every
mapping assertion in M .
We consider also two special forms of mappings, in which
either the source queries or the target queries are atomic.
More precisely:
• a LAV mapping ML is a mapping all of whose assertions have the form a ; f , where a is an atomic query,
and for each source symbol a there is exactly one mapping assertion involving a. For each source symbol a,
ML [a] denotes the target query that ML associates
with a, i.e., a ; ML [a] ∈ ML . Moreover, for a target
database Dt , ML (Dt ) denotes the source database in
which the extension of each source symbol a is given
by ML [a](Dt ).

Databases and queries

We consider databases as finite relational structures. A
(relational) schema is a set of relation symbols, each with an
associated arity. Let Σ be an alphabet of relation symbols,
each with an associated arity. A finite relational structure
(or simply structure) D over Σ is a pair (∆D , ·D ), where
∆D is a finite domain and ·D is a function that assigns to
each relation symbol in a ∈ Σ a relation aD , also denoted
by a(D), of the appropriate arity over ∆D . Given a query
q over Σ, we denote by q(D) the result of evaluating q over
D.
We consider the case of conjunctive queries (CQs) over
relational databases. In particular, we deal with standard
CQs without equalities and without constants. A CQ is a
conjunction of atoms whose variables are either free (called
distinguished variables) or existentially quantified. They
correspond to the well-known select-project-join fragment
of relational algebra. If we add union to CQs, we obtain
unions of conjunctive queries (UCQs).
We also consider the case of regular path queries (RPQs)
over graph structured data. In such a setting, a database
consists of binary relations only, and can be interpreted as a

• a GAV mapping MG is a mapping all of whose assertions have the form e ; b, where b is an atomic query,
and for each target symbol b there is exactly one mapping assertion involving b. For each target symbol b,
MG [b] denotes the source query that MG associates
with b, i.e., MG [b] ; b ∈ MG . Moreover, for a source
database Ds , MG (Ds ) denotes the target database in
which the extension of each target symbol b is given
by MG [b](Ds ).
Given a mapping M , a source database Ds , and a query qt
over Γ, the set of certain answers (under sound mappings) to
qt w.r.t. M and Ds is the set of tuples that are in qt (Dt ), for
every target database Dt such that (Ds , Dt ) |= M . Given a
mapping M and a target query qt , the perfect rewriting of qt
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w.r.t. M , denoted by cert[qt , M ], is the (source) query that,
for every source database Ds , returns the set of certain answers to qt w.r.t. M and Ds .1 Hence, cert[qt , M ](Ds ), considered as the evaluation of the perfect rewriting cert[qt , M ]
over the source database Ds , is the set of certain answers to
qt w.r.t. M and Ds .

Definition 5. Rew is the following decision problem:
given a target query qt and a mapping M , decide whether
there exists a non-empty rewriting of qt w.r.t. M .
In query rewriting, we are also interested in computing
rewritings that capture the original query at best. Let C
be a query class. A source query qs in C is a C-maximally
contained rewriting of a target query qt in C w.r.t. a mapping
M if (i) qs is a rewriting of qt w.r.t. M , and (ii) there is no
source query qs0 in C that is a rewriting of qt w.r.t. M and
such that qs v qs0 and not qs ≡ qs0 .
Notice that in the above definition we do not necessarily
require that the mapping M is expressed by means of queries
that are in C or that the input query is in C. For example,
we might consider C to be UCQs, while M might consist of
mapping assertions e ; f in which e and f have to be CQs.
Perfectness is the problem of checking whether a given
rewriting of a target query w.r.t. a mapping, is equivalent
to the perfect rewriting. We can rephrase the definition of
perfect rewriting in terms of mapping-based containment.

Definition 1. Ans is the following decision problem:
given a source database Ds , a mapping M , a target query qt ,
and a tuple ~c of values, decide whether ~c ∈ cert[qt , M ](Ds ).
Mapping-based containment allows us to compare two
queries, each one either over the source or over the target
schema, taking into account a (GLAV) mapping between
source and target.
Definition 2. Let M be a mapping, qs1 , qs2 two source
queries, and qt1 , qt2 two target queries.
• qs1 vM qt2 if for every source database Ds , we have that
qs1 (Ds ) ⊆ cert[qt2 , M ](Ds ).
• qt1 vM qs2 if for every source database Ds , we have that
cert[qt1 , M ](Ds ) ⊆ qs2 (Ds ).

Definition 6. A source query qs is a perfect rewriting
of a target query qt w.r.t. a mapping M if both qs vM qt
(i.e., qs is a rewriting of qt ), and qt vM qs .

• qt1 vM qt2 if for every source database Ds , we have that
cert[qt1 , M ](Ds ) ⊆ cert[qt2 , M ](Ds ).

The following definition formalizes in terms of mappingbased containment the problem of checking whether a given
rewriting is indeed perfect.

2

In all three cases , we say that the left-hand side query is
M -contained in the right-hand side query.

Definition 7. Perf is the following decision problem:
given a mapping M , a target query qt , and a source query
qs , which is assumed to be a rewriting of qt w.r.t. M , decide
whether qt vM qs .

We observe that both CQs and RPQs are positive queries,
and that in the above definition we have assumed to deal
only with such kinds of queries. Indeed, for arbitrary
queries, we would need to restrict the quantification only
to those source databases Ds such that there exists a target
database Dt with (Ds , Dt ) |= M .
Notice that the last case of the above definition, where
two target queries are compared considering their certain answers w.r.t. a given mapping, is called relative containment,
and has been studied in the context of LAV mappings [49].
The corresponding decision problem is defined as follows:

In the following, we study the complexity of the above
problems both under data complexity [53], where we assume
that the input in only the source database, while query and
mappings are fixed, and under combined complexity, where
the input is the source database, the query, and the mappings.
Example 1. We illustrate the above definitions with a
simple example. Consider a source schema Σ = {a1 , a2 , a3 }
and a target schema Γ = {b1 , b2 }, where all source and target symbols are binary relations. Consider the GLAV RPQ
mapping M with mapping assertions

Definition 3. RCon is the following decision problem:
given two target queries qt1 and qt2 , and a mapping M , decide
whether qt1 vM qt2 .
We now turn our attention to query rewriting, and define
it in terms of mapping-based containment.

; b1 · b∗1 · b2
; b2

a1 · a∗2
a3

Definition 4. A source query qs is a (sound) rewriting
of a target query qt w.r.t. a mapping M if qs vM qt .

and the target queries
qt1
qt2

The fact that the rewriting is “sound” is reflected in the
fact that we require qs to be M -contained in qt , rather than
equivalent (modulo M ). In this paper we are interested
mainly in sound rewritings, which we call simply rewritings
in the following.
A fundamental problem we are interested in is establishing
the existence of a non-empty rewriting.

= b∗1 · b∗2 · b2
= b1 · b∗1 · b∗2 .

Given the source database
Ds = {a1 (1, 2), a2 (2, 3), a2 (3, 4), a3 (4, 4)},
it is possible to see that the certain answers to qt1 and to qt2
w.r.t. M are

1
The perfect rewriting is not to be confused with an exact
rewriting, which, when it exists, returns for every source
database exactly the answers of the original query (and not
only the certain answers) [27].
2
We do not consider the fourth case, in which we compare
two source queries, since in this case the mapping is irrelevant, and M -containment corresponds to ordinary containment.

cert[qt1 , M ](Ds ) = {(1, 4), (4, 4)}
cert[qt2 , M ](Ds ) = {(1, 4)}.
Turning to rewriting, the RPQ-maximally contained rewriting of qt1 and of qt2 w.r.t. M are respectively
rs1
rs2
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= a1 · a∗2 · a∗3 + a∗3 · a3
= a1 · a∗2 · a∗3 .

It can be shown that both of them are perfect rewritings.
Finally, turning to mapping-based containment, while qt1 and
qt2 are incomparable as queries over the target schema, when
we take into account the mapping, we get that

over Γ, and a LAV RPQ mapping ML between Σ and Γ, the
constraint template CT (q, ML ) of q with respect to ML is
the relational structure C defined as follows.
• The alphabet of C is Σ ∪ {ui , uf }, where ui and uf are
unary relation symbols.

qt2 vM qt1 .
Note that, in this easy case, due to the perfectness of the
RPQ-rewriting, all query processing tasks can be carried out
by directly comparing and evaluating RPQs. As we will show
later, this does not hold in general.

2.3

• Let Aq = (Γ, Sq , Sq0 , %q , Fq ) be an NFA for q, where
Γ is the alphabet, Sq the set of states, Sq0 the set of
initial states, %q the transition relation, and Fq the set
of final states. The structure C = (∆C , ·C ) is given
by:

The case of LAV mappings

–
–
–
–

For the case of (U)CQs under LAV mappings, a fundamental result [27, 45] establishes that the perfect rewriting
cert[qt , ML ] of a (U)CQ qt w.r.t. a LAV mapping ML can
be effectively computed as a UCQ, and hence coincides with
the UCQ-maximally contained rewriting of qt . Such UCQ
consists of a set of CQs, each of polynomial length. The
number of such CQs is worst-case exponential in the size
of the largest CQ in qt and of the LAV mapping. Hence,
query answering can be simply done by evaluating the perfect rewriting over the source database. We get that Ans
is in AC0 in data complexity, which is the data complexity
of evaluating UCQs over a database [4]. Checking whether
there exists a non-empty rewriting corresponds to verifying
whether the perfect rewriting is non-empty. Analogously,
checking perfectness and the various forms of mapping-based
containment can be done directly through standard UCQ
containment using the computed perfect rewriting.

∆C = 2Sq ;
σ ∈ ui (C) iff Sq0 ⊆ σ;
σ ∈ uf (C) iff σ ∩ Fq = ∅;
for each source symbol a ∈ Σ, we have that
(σ1 , σ2 ) ∈ a(C) iff there exists a word w ∈
L(ML [a]) such that %q (σ1 , w) ⊆ σ2 (we consider
%q extended to sets of states in the usual way).

Notice that the latter condition requires that (σ1 , σ2 ) ∈ aC
iff there exists a word w = t1 · · · tk ∈ L(ML [a]) and a sequence S0 , . . . , Sk of subsets of Sq such that the following
hold:
1. S0 = σ1 and Sk = σ2 , and
2. if s ∈ Si and (s, ti+1 , s0 ) ∈ %q then s0 ∈ Si+1 , for
0 ≤ i < k.
Intuitively, the constraint template represents for each
source symbol a, how the states of the NFA Aq for q change
when we follow database edges according to (paths specified
by) words in L(ML [a]). Specifically, the last condition above
corresponds to saying that a pair of sets of states (σ1 , σ2 ) is
in a(C) if and only if there is some word w in L(ML [a]) such
that if Aq performs transitions according to w starting from
a state in σ1 , it will always end in a state in σ2 . Moreover,
the sets of states in ui (C) contain all initial states of Aq ,
while the sets of states in uf (C) do not contain any final
state of Aq . This takes into account that we aim at characterizing counterexamples to query answering, and hence we
are interested in not getting to a final state of Aq , regardless
of the initial state from which we start and how we follow
transitions.
The existence of a word w ∈ L(ML [a]) such that
%q (σ1 , w) ⊆ σ2 can be verified in polynomial space in the
size of q, and in fact in nondeterministic logarithmic space
in the size of ML [a] [23, 26, 27].
Given a source database Ds with domain ∆Ds and a pair
of objects c, d, the constraint instance (Ds , c, d) is the structure I = (∆I , ·I ) over the alphabet Σ ∪ {ui , uf } defined as
follows:

As shown in [23, 26, 27], for LAV RPQ mappings certain answers to an RPQ can be characterized in terms of
constraint satisfaction. We recall here this relationship,
since we build on it for our technical development for graph
databases.
A constraint-satisfaction problem (CSP) is traditionally
defined in terms of a set of variables, a set of values, and a
set of constraints, and asks whether there is an assignment
of values to the variables that satisfies the constraints. A
characterization of CSP can be given in terms of homomorphisms between relational structures [37]. Here we consider
relational structures whose relations are of arbitrary arity.
A homomorphism h : A → B between two relational
structures A and B over the same alphabet is a mapping
h : ∆A → ∆B such that, if (c1 , . . . , cn ) ∈ r(A), then
(h(c1 ), . . . , h(cn )) ∈ r(B), for every relation symbol r in the
alphabet. Let A and B be two classes of structures. The
(uniform) constraint-satisfaction problem CSP (A, B) is the
following decision problem: given a structure A ∈ A and a
structure B ∈ B over the same alphabet, is there a homomorphism h : A → B? When B consists of a single structure
B and A is the set of all structures over the alphabet of B, we
get the so-called non-uniform constraint-satisfaction problem, denoted by CSP (B), where B is fixed and the input is
just a structure A ∈ A. As usual, we use CSP (B) also to
denote the set of structures A such that there is a homomorphism from A to B. From the very definition of CSP it
follows directly that every CSP (A, B) problem is in NP.
The relationship between non-uniform CSP and answering RPQs for LAV mappings is based on the notions of constraint template, associated with the query and LAV mapping, and constraints instance, associated with the source
database. Formally, given a source schema Σ and a target
schema Γ consisting of binary relation symbols, an RPQ q

• ∆I = ∆Ds ∪ {c, d};
• a(I) = a(Ds ), for each a ∈ Σ;
• ui (I) = {c}, and uf (I) = {d}.
The following theorem provides the characterization of answering RPQs w.r.t. LAV mappings in terms of CSP.
Theorem 1 ([23]). Let q be a target RPQ, ML a LAV
RPQ mapping, Ds a source database, and c, d a pair of
objects. Then, (c, d) ∈
/ cert[q, ML ](Ds ) if and only if there
is a homomorphism from (Ds , c, d) to CT (q, ML ).
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From this result it is immediate to derive that Ans is
in coNP in data complexity and in PSpace in combined
complexity [23]. It turns out that these bounds are tight [21].
The characterization in terms of CSP can also be exploited
for the various forms of mapping-based containment, and
hence for rewriting, perfectness, and relative containment.
For query rewriting [27], we observe that a word ws =
a1 · · · an (considered as a source query) is not a rewriting of
a target query qt w.r.t. a LAV mapping ML iff ws 6vM qt
iff there is a homomorphism from the structure (Dws , c0 , cn )
to CT (qt , ML ), where Dws is a source database of the form
{a1 (c0 , c1 ), a2 (c1 , c2 ), . . . , an (cn−1 , cn )}, for some constants
c0 , c1 , . . . , cn . We can construct a “counterexample” NFA
Aqt ,ML that guesses such a homomorphism on the fly and
checks it. So Aqt ,ML accepts word ws iff ws is not a rewriting
of qt , and Acqt ,ML , the complement of Aqt ,ML , accepts all
words ws that are rewritings of qt . Thus, Acqt ,ML describes
the maximal rewriting, and it is nonempty iff a rewriting
exists. An algorithms based on checking non-emptiness of
Acqt ,ML , gives us the same tight ExpSpace upper bound for
Rew originally established in [24].
For perfectness, let ML be a LAV RPQ mapping, qs a
source RPQ, and qt a target RPQ. To check perfectness,
i.e., whether cert[qt , ML ] v qs , we define two constraint
templates: CT (qs , I) for qs , based on the identity mapping I, and CT (qt , ML ), for qt . We know that (c, d) ∈
/
cert[qt , ML ](Ds ), for some source database Ds , iff there is
a homomorphism from the constraint instance (Ds , c, d) to
CT (qt , ML ). Also, since qs (Ds ) = cert[qs , I](Ds ), we have
that (c, d) ∈
/ cert[qs , I](Ds ) iff there is a homomorphism from
(Ds , c, d) to CT (qs , I). We want to check that for every
Ds , (c, d) ∈
/ cert[qs , I](Ds ) implies (c, d) ∈
/ cert[qt , ML ](Ds ).
As shown in [26], we can consider CT (qs , I) as a source
database, so the condition holds iff there is a homomorphism from CT 0 (qs , I) to CT (qt , ML ) for every structure
CT 0 (qs , I) that is identical to CT (qs , I), except that the
unary relations ui and uf are restricted to a singleton. From
this, we obtain a NExpTime upper bound for checking perfectness, and this bound turns out to be tight [26].
For relative containment between two target queries qt1
and qt2 , we can argue similarly as for perfectness, except that we have to consider for both queries the constraint template associated to the LAV mapping. Specifically, we want to test whether cert[qt1 , ML ] is contained
is cert[qt2 , ML ], that is, for every source database Ds , if
(c, d) ∈ cert[qt1 , ML ](Ds ), then (c, d) ∈ cert[qt2 , ML ](Ds ).
Equivalently, if (c, d) ∈
/ cert[qt2 , ML ](Ds ), then (c, d) ∈
/
cert[qt1 , ML ](Ds ). Equivalently, if there is a homomorphism
from (Ds , c, d) to CT (qt2 , ML ), then there is a homomorphism from (Ds , c, d) to CT (qt1 , ML ). As shown in [26], the
last condition holds iff there is a homomorphism from each
CT 0 (qt2 , ML ) to CT (qt1 , ML ), where again CT 0 (qt2 , ML ) is
obtained from CT (qt2 , ML ) by selecting specific constants to
represent the unary relations ui and uf . Also in this case,
we obtain a tight NExpTime upper bound.

3.

swers cert[qt , M ](Ds ) w.r.t. a GLAV mapping M by reducing this problem to the problem of “materializing” intermediate views and computing the certain answers w.r.t. a
LAV mapping and the data in the materialized views. We
proceed as follows:
1. Introduce for each mapping assertion e ; f of M a
fresh (intermediate view) symbol v, of the same arity
as e and f . Let V be the resulting (view) schema.
2. Split each mapping assertion e ; f of M into a GAV
assertion e ; v and a LAV assertion v ; f , where v
is the view symbol introduced for e ; f . Let MG and
ML respectively denote the resulting sets of GAV and
LAV mapping assertions3 .
3. For each GAV assertion e ; v in MG , materialize
the intermediate view v with the result of e(Ds ). The
resulting database MG (Ds ) is expressed over V.
4. Compute cert[qt , ML ](MG (Ds )), i.e., the certain answers of qt w.r.t. the (LAV) mapping ML and MG (Ds ).
The correctness of the above algorithm has been shown
in [38] for CQs. More generally, it is an immediate consequence of the following result.
Theorem 2. Let M be a GLAV mapping split into a
GAV mapping MG and a LAV mapping ML , and let qt be
a target query. Then, for each source database Ds , we have
that cert[qt , M ](Ds ) = cert[qt , ML ](MG (Ds )).
Proof. We show both inclusions separately. Let Dv denote MG (Ds ), which is a database over the set V of intermediate view symbols.
“⊇” Consider a tuple ~c ∈ cert[qt , ML ](Dv ), and a target
database Dt such that (Ds , Dt ) |= M . We have to show that
~c ∈ qt (Dt ). Since ~c ∈ cert[qt , ML ](Dv ), it suffices to show
that (Dv , Dt ) |= ML . For a mapping assertion v ; f in ML ,
let e ; f be the corresponding assertion in M , and e ; v
the corresponding assertion in MG . Then, v(Dv ) = e(Ds )
and since e(Ds ) ⊆ f (Dt ), we also have that v(Dv ) ⊆ f (Dt ).
It follows that (Dv , Dt ) |= ML .
“⊆” Consider a tuple ~c ∈ cert[qt , M ](Ds ), and a target
database Dt such that (Dv , Dt ) |= ML . We have to show
that ~c ∈ qt (Dt ). Since ~c ∈ cert[qt , M ](Ds ), it suffices to show
that (Ds , Dt ) |= M . For a mapping assertion e ; f in M ,
let e ; v be the corresponding assertion in MG , and v ; f
the corresponding assertion in ML . Then, v(Dv ) = e(Ds )
and since v(Dv ) ⊆ f (Dt ), we also have that e(Ds ) ⊆ f (Dt ).
It follows that (Ds , Dt ) |= M .
Theorem 2 implies that we can indeed compute the certain answers w.r.t. a GLAV mapping as indicated above, by
materializing intermediate views and computing the certain
answers w.r.t. a LAV mapping and the data in the materialized views.
In the case of GLAV CQ mappings, the perfect rewriting
of a (U)CQ w.r.t. a LAV mapping can itself be expressed as
a UCQ. Hence, we are able to deal separately with the GAV
and the LAV parts of a GLAV mapping not only for query
answering, but also for rewriting, perfectness, and relative
containment. It follows that addressing all these tasks for
GLAV CQ mappings and (U)CQ target queries is essentially
straightforward, as we show in the rest of this section. For
graph databases, instead, the perfect rewriting of an RPQ

THE CASE OF GLAV MAPPINGS FOR
RELATIONAL DATABASES

Notice that, in general, cert[qt , M ] is not a query that
can be expressed in the same query language as qt and M .
However, given a mapping M , a source database Ds , and
a target query qt , we can directly compute the certain an-

3
Note that in MG the view symbols play the role of target
symbols, while in ML they play the role of source symbols.
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AC0 upper bound in data complexity is an immediate consequence of the fact that UCQs can be evaluated over a
source database in AC0 in data complexity [4].
For the NP upper bound in combined complexity, we observe that to check whether for a tuple ~c of constants we
have that ~c ∈ cert[qt , M ](Ds ), it suffices to guess a CQ q
(of polynomial size) in cert[qt , M ] and a homomorphism h
from q to Ds , and check that h maps the tuple ~
x of distinguished variables of q to ~c. The NP lower bound in combined
complexity is an immediate consequence of the same lower
bound for plain CQ evaluation over a database.

w.r.t. an RPQ LAV mapping cannot be directly represented
as a query expression. This makes the situation significantly
more complicated, as we will show in the rest of the paper.

3.1

Query answering

Theorem 2 gives us a PTime upper bound in data complexity for query answering for (U)CQs, since the materialization of the intermediate views requires polynomial time
in the size of the source database. However, this bound can
be refined by avoiding this materialization. This is done
by computing explicitly the perfect rewriting and directly
evaluating it over the source database. Indeed, as we show
next, the perfect rewriting of a source (U)CQ w.r.t. a GLAV
CQ mapping is a UCQ. This is an immediate consequence
of the fact that the perfect rewriting of a (U)CQ w.r.t. a
LAV mapping is a UCQ, and that we can make use of the
standard notion of query unfolding w.r.t. a GAV mapping.
For a (U)CQ qv expressed over V, let unfold [qv , MG ] denote the unfolding of qv w.r.t. a GAV CQ mapping MG , i.e.,
the UCQ obtained from qv by replacing each occurrence in
qv of a view symbol v with the query MG [v] 4 . Note that
such an unfolding in general requires the introduction of
fresh variables for each occurrence of v in qv . The following
result is immediate.

We observe that the above upper bound in data complexity can also be derived by applying the forward chaining
technique in [15].

3.2

Query rewriting

For (U)CQ queries and LAV CQ mappings, as observed in
Section 2.3, the UCQ-maximally contained rewriting coincides with the perfect rewriting, and can be effectively computed with the complexity bounds mentioned above. Hence,
as follows from Theorem 4 for the perfect rewriting, we can
obtain a UCQ-maximally contained rewriting of a CQ qt
w.r.t. a GLAV CQ mapping M as follows: (i) split M into
a GAV part MG and a LAV part ML ; (ii) compute the
UCQ-maximally contained rewriting rv of qt w.r.t. the LAV
mapping ML , which is expressed over the intermediate view
symbols V; (iii) unfold rv w.r.t. the GAV mapping MG , to
obtain a source query rs . From this we can derive a tight
upper bound for checking non-emptiness of the rewriting.

Lemma 3. Let qv be a (U)CQ over the alphabet V of intermediate views. Then for each source database Ds we have
that qv (MG (Ds )) = unfold [qv , MG ](Ds ).
The next theorem shows that, if qv is the perfect rewriting
of a target query qt w.r.t. ML , then by unfolding it w.r.t.
MG , we get the perfect rewriting of qt w.r.t. M .

Theorem 6. For GLAV CQ mappings and (U)CQ
queries, Rew is NP-complete.

Theorem 4. Let M be a GLAV CQ mapping split into a
GAV mapping MG and a LAV mapping ML , and let qt be a
target (U)CQ. Then cert[qt , M ] ≡ unfold [cert[qt , ML ], MG ].

Proof. Since the rewriting rs computed by the above
algorithm is obtained as the unfolding of the query rv expressed over the intermediate view symbols V, it is nonempty if and only if rv is non-empty. The query rv is a
UCQ consisting of a set of CQs, each of length bounded by
the length of the maximum CQ in qt . We can check in NP
whether rv is non-empty by simply guessing a CQ over V
within the length bound, and checking whether its unfolding
w.r.t. the LAV mapping ML is contained in qt , which can
also be done in NP.

Proof. We have to show that cert[qt , M ](Ds ) =
unfold [cert[qt , ML ], MG ](Ds ), for every source database Ds .
But this is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 and
Lemma 3, by observing that cert[qt , ML ] is a query expressed
over the view alphabet V.
We observe that, although we stated the previous result
only for CQ mappings and UCQ target queries, it actually
holds whenever it is possible to explicitly compute the perfect rewriting of the target query w.r.t. the LAV mapping
as a query expression that can then be unfolded w.r.t. the
GAV mapping.
By exploiting that the perfect rewriting cert[qt , ML ] of a
(U)CQ qt w.r.t. the LAV mapping ML is a UCQ that can be
effectively computed (see Section 2.3), we obtain an optimal
upper bound for query answering.

3.3

Perfectness

We can check perfectness for GLAV CQ mappings and
(U)CQ queries, by exploiting Theorem 4, which states that
the perfect rewriting of a target (U)CQ is a source UCQ
that can be effectively computed, since it coincides with the
UCQ-maximal rewriting. Hence, given a GLAV CQ mapping M , a source UCQ qs , and a target UCQ qt , to check
perfectness, we compute the UCQ-maximal rewriting rs of
qt with respect to M , which is a source UCQ, and check
whether rs v qs . Hence, we get the following upper bound,
which matches the one for the LAV case [26].

Theorem 5. For GLAV CQ mappings and (U)CQ
queries, Ans is in AC0 in data complexity and NP-complete
in combined complexity.

Theorem 7. For GLAV CQ mappings and (U)CQ
queries, Perf is in Πp2 .

Proof. We first observe that the unfolding of a UCQ
w.r.t. a CQ GAV mapping is still a UCQ. Hence, for a target
query qt and a GLAV mapping M , by Theorem 4, we have
that cert[qt , M ] is a UCQ. For data complexity, cert[qt , M ]
is a fixed query, so its size does not matter. Then, the

Proof. We do not need to actually compute the whole
rewriting rs of qt , which in the worst-case is an UCQ consisting of an exponential number of CQs. Instead, we can check
whether r v qs , for each CQ r in rs , by a coNP procedure
that uses an NP oracle for checking CQ containment, which
gives us the claim.

4
Recall that when e ; v is the (unique) mapping assertion
in MG involving v, then MG [v] = e.
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3.4

Relative containment

To address emptiness of RPQ rewritings in the case of
GLAV RPQ mappings, following the approach adopted for
LAV mappings (see Section 2.3), we aim at constructing an NFA for the RPQ-maximal rewriting and then
checking non-emptiness of such an NFA. The straightforward extension of such an approach to the GLAV case
is as follows. Let ws = a1 · · · an be a word over the
source alphabet Σ and Dws a source database of the form
{a1 (c0 , c1 ), a2 (c1 , c2 ), . . . , an (cn−1 , cn )}, for some constants
c0 , c1 , . . . , cn . Then, ws (considered as a source query) is not
a rewriting of a target query qt w.r.t. a GLAV mapping M
iff ws is not M -contained in qt iff there is a homomorphism
from the structure (MG (Dws ), c0 , cn ) to CT (qt , ML ), where
MG and ML are respectively the GAV and LAV mappings
obtained by splitting M . Again we can construct an NFA
Aqt ,M that recognizes bad rewritings. This NFA guesses
the homomorphism from (MG (Dws ), c0 , cn ) to CT (qt , ML ).
The difficulty with this approach, however, is that the homomorphism condition now is not only between adjacent
letters in ws . Rather, we need to check that the homomorphism condition holds for every edge in MG (Dws ). Thus,
the automaton Aqt ,M , which tests for the negation of the
homomorphism condition, is already of doubly exponential
size, so its complement Acqt ,M is of triply exponential size.
As shown next, we can retain the same upper bound as for
the LAV case by following a direct approach in the construction of the automaton for the rewriting.
We first describe a direct approach for the case of LAV
mappings and then show how to modify it for GLAV mappings. Let the target RPQ qt be given in terms of an NFA
Aqt over the target alphabet Γ,S
let Σ = {a1 , . . . , am } be the
source alphabet, and let ML = 1≤i≤m {ai ; fi } be a LAV
RPQ mapping. We proceed as follows:

We can check relative containment by exploiting again
Theorem 4. Hence, given a GLAV CQ mapping M and two
target (U)CQs q1 and q2 , to check whether q1 vM q2 , i.e.,
whether cert[q1 , M ] is contained is cert[q2 , M ], it suffices to
compute the maximal rewritings r1 of q1 and r2 of q2 , and
check whether r1 v r2 . Hence, we get the following upper
bound, which matches the one for the LAV case [26].
Theorem 8. For GLAV CQ mappings and (U)CQ
queries, RCon is Πp2 -complete.
Proof. The hardness already holds for the LAV case [49].
For the upper bound, again, we do not need to actually
compute the whole rewritings r1 and r2 . Instead, we can
check whether r v r2 , for each CQ r in r1 by a coNP
procedure that uses an NP oracle to guess both a CQ r0 in
r2 and a homomorphism from r0 to r.

4.

QUERY ANSWERING AND REWRITING FOR GRAPH DATABASES

For query answering under GLAV mappings in the case
of RPQs, we can proceed as for UCQs, and make use of
Theorem 2 to compute the certain answers to a target RPQ
w.r.t. a GLAV RPQ mapping.
Theorem 9. For GLAV RPQ mappings and RPQ
queries, Ans is coNP-complete in data complexity and
PSpace-complete in combined complexity.
Proof. The lower bounds follow directly from the same
lower bounds for LAV mappings. For the upper bounds, it
suffices to observe that we can materialize the intermediate
views resulting from splitting the GLAV mapping in PTime
in data complexity and combined complexity. The claim
then follows from Theorem 2 and from the upper bounds
for the LAV case (see Section 2.3).

1. We first determinize Aqt to get an equivalent DFA
Ad = (Γ, S, s0 , %, F ) over Γ.
2. We construct a universal automaton Au over the state
space S of Ad and over the source alphabet Σ as follows: Au = (Σ, S, s0 , δ, F ), where the transition function δ is defined as follows, where we assume that the
RPQ fi is represented as an NFA. For each s ∈ S and
ai ∈ Σ:

We now turn to query rewriting for GLAV RPQ mappings.
The following example shows that in this case rewriting cannot be achieved by splitting the GLAV mapping into a GAV
and a LAV mapping, and treating them separately.
Example 2. Consider a source schema Σ = {a1 , a2 } and
a target schema Γ = {b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 }, where all source and target symbols are binary relations. Consider the GLAV RPQ
mapping M with mapping assertions
a1 ; b1 ,

a1 ; b2 ,

δ(s, ai ) = {s0 | there exists a word w ∈ L(fi )
such that %(s, w) = s0 }.
Intuitively, Au simulates Ad over all target databases
that are consistent with the input source database.

a 2 ; b3 + b4 .

3. We now construct the automaton Rqt ,ML as the DFA
equivalent to the universal automaton Au : Rqt ,ML =
(Σ, 2S , {s0 }, α, TF ), where TF = {P ∈ 2S | P ⊆ F },
and α(T, a) = δ(T, a) (again, we consider δ extended
to sets of states in the usual way). Intuitively, when
Rqt ,ML runs on a word w of the source alphabet Σ, it
simulates all possible runs over possible unfoldings of
w w.r.t. ML .

By splitting M , we obtain the LAV mapping ML
v1 ; b1 ,

v 2 ; b2 ,

v 3 ; b3 + b4

and the GAV mapping
a1 ; v1 ,

a1 ; v2 ,

a2 ; v3 .

Given the target RPQ qt = b1 · b3 + b2 · b4 , the RPQ-maximal
rewriting of qt w.r.t. ML is empty (notice that RPQs are not
closed under conjunction). On the other hand, it is easy to
verify that a non-empty rewriting of qt with respect to M is
a1 · a2 .5

The construction of Ad is exponential, as is the construction
of Au , which is why the construction of Rqt ,ML is doubly
exponential.
Note that a run of Rqt ,ML over w = a1 · · · an is a sequence
T0 · · · Tn of subsets of S such that:

5
Note that this example is based on Example 4.1 in [27],
where it is shown that the RPQ rewriting of qt w.r.t. ML is
empty, but that a non-empty rewriting can be expressed as
a conjunctive RPQ [23].

(a) δ(Ti−1 , ai ) = Ti , for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and
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(b) Tn ⊆ F .

6. Finally, we construct an NFA Rqt ,M that, given a word
w over the source alphabet Σ, guesses a candidate witnessing sequence for w and simulates Agood to check
that the candidate witnessing sequence is indeed a witnessing sequence.

In fact, because of Requirement (b), we could relax Requirement (a) and rephrase it as:
(a’) δ(Ti−1 , ai ) ⊆ Ti , for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Now we can see how this construction can be modified
for a GLAV mapping M . Again, we assume that the target
RPQ qt is given in terms of
S an NFA Aqt over the target
alphabet Γ, and let M = 1≤i≤m {ei ; fi } be a GLAV
RPQ mapping. We proceed as follows:

Note that Rqt ,M is doubly exponential. In contrast to
the automaton we get in the case of LAV RPQ mapping,
which is a deterministic automaton, the automaton here is
nondeterministic. It is this nondeterminism that allows us
to overcome the potentially triply-exponential blow-up.

1. We first determinize Aqt to get an equivalent DFA
Ad = (Γ, S, s0 , %, F ) over Γ.

Theorem 12. For GLAV RPQ mappings and RPQ
queries, Rew is ExpSpace-complete.

2. For each target query fi in the right-hand side of a
mapping assertion of M , we construct an NFA Ai over
the target alphabet Γ.

Proof. The claim follows from the above construction,
by observing that we need not construct Rqt ,M explicitly.
Instead, we can check for non-emptiness while constructing
Rqt ,M on the fly, since all checks that it needs to make are
local conditions.

3. We construct an NFA An over the state space S of Ad
and over the intermediate alphabet V = {v1 , . . . , vm }
of view symbols, as follows: An = (V, S, s0 , δ, F ),
where δ is defined as follows:

We observe that, by construction, Rqt ,M is the RPQmaximal rewriting. In fact, such a rewriting is the maximal
one among all path-based rewritings, and it turns out that
such a rewriting is actually regular, as in the LAV case.

0

δ(s, vi ) = {s | there exists a word u ∈ L(Ai )
such that %(s, u) = s0 }.
4. We now need to characterize rewritings of qt w.r.t. M .

5.

Proposition 10. A word w = a1 · · · an over the source
alphabet Σ is a rewriting of qt w.r.t. M if there exists a
sequence T0 · · · Tn of subsets of S such that the following
hold:
(a) If a subword w[i, j] = ai · · · aj−1 , for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n + 1
of w is in L(ek ), then δ(Ti−1 , vk ) ⊆ Tj .
(b) Tn ⊆ F .

PERFECTNESS
DATABASES

FOR

GRAPH

Now, let us consider a GLAV RPQ mapping M , split
into a GAV mapping MG and a LAV mapping ML .
Given a target query qt , by Theorem 2, we know that
cert[qt , M ](Ds ) = cert[qt , ML ](MG (Ds )), for every source
database Ds . Let qs be a source query. We want to
test whether cert[qt , M ] v qs , that is, for every source
database Ds and for every pair (c, d) of constants in Ds ,
if (c, d) ∈ cert[qt , M ](Ds ), then (c, d) ∈ qs (Ds ). Equivalently, for all Ds , if (c, d) ∈ cert[qt , ML ](MG (Ds )), then
(c, d) ∈ qs (Ds ). Equivalently, if (c, d) ∈
/ qs (Ds ) then
(c, d) ∈
/ cert[qt , ML ](MG (Ds )). Equivalently, if there is a
homomorphism from (Ds , c, d) to CT (qs , I), then there is a
homomorphism from (MG (Ds ), c, d) to CT (qt , ML ), where
I is the identity mapping on Σ. As in the LAV case, we
can show that it suffices to consider only those constraint
instances (Ds , c, d) that are of the form CT 0 (qs , I), where
CT 0 (qs , I) is identical to CT (qs , I), except that the unary
relations ui and uf are restricted to a singleton. Thus,
we obtain that checking perfectness amounts to checking
that there is a homomorphism from each MG (CT 0 (qs , I)) to
CT (qt , ML ), where we assume that MG acts as the identity
mapping on the unary relations ui and uf .

We call T0 · · · Tn a witnessing sequence for w.
5. The idea behind the construction of the rewriting
Rqt ,M of qt w.r.t. M is to guess a candidate witnessing sequence and check that is satisfies the conditions
of Proposition 10. It is not obvious, however, how to
check Condition (a), where we quantified over all subwords w[i, j] of w. So we take an indirect approach.
Lemma 11. Let w = a1 · · · an be a word over the source
alphabet Σ and let T0 · · · Tn be a sequence of subsets of S such
that Tn ⊆ F . Then T0 · · · Tn is not a witnessing sequence
for w if there exists a subword w[i, j] of w that is in L(ek )
and δ(Ti−1 , vk ) * Tj .
Thus, it is easy to construct an automaton Abad that runs
on an interleaving of a word w = a1 · · · an and a candidate
witnessing sequence T0 · · · Tn and checks that T0 · · · Tn is
not a witnessing sequence: either Condition (b) of Proposition 10 does not hold, or we can guess a subword w[i, j]
and check that the condition of Lemma 11 holds. Note that
the state set S of Ad is exponential in qt , so the Ti ’s are
of exponential size. Still, Abad does not need to remember
any set Ti , only elements of S, so the size of the state space
of Abad is exponential. By complementing Abad we get an
automaton Agood , of doubly exponential size6 , that checks
that T0 · · · Tn is a witnessing sequence for w.

Theorem 13. For GLAV RPQ mappings and RPQ
queries, Perf is NExpTime-complete.
Proof. The lower bound holds already for the case of
LAV RPQ mappings [26]. For the upper bound, from
the construction above, we have that the constraint template CT (qs , I) is of exponential size in the size of qs , and
there are exponentially many restrictions of CT (qs , I) in
which the unary source and target relations are singletons.
CT (qt , ML ) is also of exponential size. Given that checking
for the existence of a homomorphism between two structures is NP-complete in the size of the structures, we get
the NExpTime upper bound.

6

Note that the alphabet of Abad is already of double exponential size, however it does not contribute further to the
exponential blowup in the complexity of determinization.
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that arise from a path corresponding to L(ej ) between y1
and y2 , where either y1 or y2 is an x node; (2) edges corresponding to a path in L(ej ) between y1 and y2 , which are
not x nodes, where the edge vj (y1 , y2 ) is not in Dv .
To check for spurious edges that include an x node, we
label all nodes on the words of Ds0 by sets of states of the
NFAs corresponding to the ej ’s, such that:

Note that the algorithm in Theorem 13 has to consider 2|qs | many restrictions of CT (qs , I), and, for each
|qs |
such restriction it has to consider 2|qt |·2
mappings into
CT (qt , ML ). Thus, its deterministic complexity is exponential in |qt | and doubly exponential in |qs |.

6.

RELATIVE
CONTAINMENT
GRAPH DATABASES

FOR

(a) all x nodes are labeled by the start states,

Given a GLAV RPQ mapping M and two target RPQs
q1 and q2 , we want to check whether q1 vM q2 , i.e., whether
cert[q1 , M ] is contained is cert[q2 , M ]. That is, for every
source database Ds , if (c, d) ∈ cert[q1 , M ](Ds), then (c, d) ∈
cert[q2 , M ](Ds). Equivalently, if (c, d) ∈
/ cert[q2 , M ](Ds)
then (c, d) ∈
/ cert[q1 , M ](Ds). Equivelently, if there is a homomorphism from (MG (Ds ), c, d) to CT (q2 , ML ), then there
is a homomorphism from (MG (Ds ), c, d) to CT (q1 , ML ),
where MG and ML are respectively the GAV and LAV mappings obtained from M .
Thus, containment fails if there is a source database Ds
such that there is a homomorphism h from (MG (Ds ), c, d)
to CT (q2 , ML ), but there is no homomorphism from
(MG (Ds ), c, d) to CT (q1 , ML ).
Let V be the schema of intermediate view symbols introduced by splitting M into MG and ML . Ideally, we’d like
to be able to guess a database Dv over the intermediate
view symbols V, check that Dv = MG (Ds ) for some source
database Ds , and check that there is a homomorphism h
from (Dv , c, d) to CT (q2 , ML ), but there is no homomorphism from (Dv , c, d) to CT (q1 , ML ).
There are two challenges:

(b) if a word contains y · b · z, y’s label contains a state s,
and one of the NFAs has a transition from s to t upon
reading b, then z’s label contains t, and
(c) if the label of one node xi contains a state s, then all
nodes xi contain s in their label.
No node can be labeled by an accepting state, since this
would imply that MG (Ds0 ) contained an edge that includes
an x node. We also need a similar labeling where non-x
nodes are labeled by the start states, and no x node is labeled by an accepting state.
Instead of checking for spurious edges between non-x
nodes, we check that there is a homomorphism from MG (Ds0 )
to CT (q2 , ML ). That is we need a labeling of all nodes in Dv
by elements of CT (q2 , ML ) such that, if there is a path corresponding to L(ej ) between non-x nodes y1 and y2 in Ds0 ,
labeled by elements p1 and p2 of CT (q2 , ML ), then there is
a vj edge between p1 and p2 .
To check this we need, for each element p1 of CT (q2 , ML ),
a labeling of all nodes in the words of Ds0 by sets of states
of the NFAs corresponding to the ej ’s such that:
(a) all nodes labeled by p1 are labeled by the start states,

1. We need to be able to solve the inverse problem: given
Dv , is there some Ds such that Dv = MG (Ds ).

(b) if a word contained y · b · z, y’s label contains a state s,
and one of the NFA’s has a transition from s to t upon
reading b, then z’s label contains t, and

2. We need to be able to bound the size of Dv .
We address first the inverse problem, and we do it so that
we also get a bound on Dv . Let the elements of Dv be
x1 , . . . , xn . For each edge vj (xj1 , xj2 ), Ds must contain a
path in L(ej ) from xj1 to xj2 , where ej is the source query
in the mapping assertion ej ; fj corresponding to vj . Some
of the elements on these paths come from x1 , . . . , xn , but
others do not. Let Ds0 be the source database obtained by
extracting from Ds all these paths and “linearizing” them.
This process duplicates elements, so an element xi may
have several copies in Ds0 . Thus, it is fine if MG (Ds0 ) creates
copies of edges in Dv , but it should not create new edges.
We can represent Ds0 as a set of k words, where k is the
number of edges in Dv , and the words are over the alphabet
{x1 , . . . , xn } ∪ {x} ∪ Σ, where x denotes an element of Ds0
that is not in Dv . In this representation of paths, letters
from {x1 , . . . , xn } ∪ {x} represent nodes, and letters from Σ
represent edges. Note that two occurrences of some xij represent the same node xij , but we assume that all occurrences
of x represent distinct nodes.
Suppose now that we are given Ds0 represented as a set
of k words. We want to check that MG (Ds0 ) = Dv . Given
such a candidate source Ds0 , for the j-th edge vj (xj1 , xj2 ) in
Dv , we need to check, using an NFA Aj that the j-th word
in Ds0 , considering edges only, is a word in L(ej ) from xj1
to xj2 .
More difficult is to check that MG (Ds0 ) contains no spurious edges. There are two types of spurious edges: (1) edges

(c) if the label of one node xi contains a state s, then all
nodes xi contain s in their label.
Now a node labeled by an element p2 of CT (q2 , ML ) can
contain an accepting state of the NFA of ei in its label only
if there is an edge vi (p1 , p2 ) in Dv .
Altogether, if q2 is of size m, then CT (q2 , ML ) has at
most 2m nodes, and we need 2m + 2 labelings to ensure that
we avoid spurious edges and violation of homomorphism.
Since all xi nodes are labeled identically, we can guess their
labelings, and then guess the words of Ds0 one letter at a
time checking for existence of consistent labelings on the fly.
This can be done in space O(n · (2m + 2)), where n is the
size of the expressions ei ’s.
It is now quite possible that MG (Ds0 ) properly contains
Dv , but if there is no homomorphism from (Dv , c, d) to
CT (q1 , ML ), then also there is no homomorphism from
(MG (Ds0 ), c, d) to CT (q1 , ML ), and our labelings guarantee that there is a homomorphism from (MG (Ds0 ), c, d) to
CT (q2 , ML ). Hence, Dv is not necessarily the counterexample we are looking for, but MG (Ds0 ) is guaranteed to
be so. So, we do not really guess a counter-example, but
rather a witness of its existence.
m
Note that the number of labels is 2n·(2 +2) . Suppose
that two nodes xj1 and xj2 of Dv have the same labels.
Then if we equate them, there is no need to change the labeling, so we will still have that there is a homomorphism
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from (MG (Ds0 ), c, d) to CT (q2 , ML ) but not to CT (q1 , ML ).
Thus, we can assume, without
loss of generality, that the
m
size of Dv is bounded by 2n·(2 +2) .
Thus, to check that cert[q1 , M ] is not contained in
cert[q2 , M ], we guess an intermediate database Dv of size
m
bounded by 2n·(2 +2) , check that there is no homomorphism
from Dv to cert[q1 , M ], guess the labelings of the elements
in Dv , and then for each edge vj (xj1 , xj2 ) in Dv , guess on
the fly a word in L(ej ) and check that the labeling can be
extended to the whole word consistently. We obtain the
following result.
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Theorem 14. For GLAV RPQ mappings and RPQ
queries, RCon is decidable.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out a thorough study on query processing under schema mappings, for the case of both relational
and graph databases. We have shown that the common intuition that it is easy to extend the results from LAV to
GLAV is actually false in the case of graph databases. Indeed, GLAV query processing for graph data requires new
insights and non-trivial techniques. In the future, we plan
to continue our investigation, by considering other relevant
mapping-based tasks that were left out in this paper, such
as checking a rewriting for exactness (i.e., equivalence to
the query, modulo the mappings), or checking the mappings
for losslessness w.r.t. a target query. Interestingly, the first
problem to address about these tasks is to define a convincing semantics, since the semantics adopted for the case of
LAV mappings does not extend easily to the case of GLAV.
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